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Reflecting crystal and electronic structures, high harmonic generation (HHG) in solids show intriguing
behaviors that are absent in isotropic gases, and are expected to be novel light sources and spectroscopic tools.
Recent studies reported that the efficiency of HHG in some materials can be enhanced by using elliptically
polarized excitations, which we call “elliptical enhancement”, while the mechanism underlying the phenomenon
remains unknown. Here, we unambiguously demonstrate that the elliptical enhancement occurs in an archetypal
direct-gap semiconductor GaAs and is accompanied by the emergence of nonlinear optical activity, despite that
GaAs hosts no magnetization or linear birefringence. Remarkably, the elliptical enhancement becomes pro-
nounced only at particular intermediate excitation strengths. The excitation-strength dependence and polarization
state of the harmonics indicate that interference among multiple nonlinear emission processes plays a key role.
Such an interference of nonlinear processes can be controlled by changing the ellipticity of excitation field when
the HHG occurs in the region of anisotropic band structure, and hence, elliptical enhancement occurs effectively
in higher-order HHG. Further, microscopic calculations imply that such interfering nonlinear processes are
rooted in the interband transitions among multiple bands of a solid (in the case of GaAs, transitions between the
conduction and light-, heavy-, split-off hole bands). Our study reveals that, besides the material properties, an
optimal-strength excitation that can be used to fine tune the nonlinear dynamics is especially important for con-
trolling HHG properties, providing an alternative perspective for ultrafast light-control of solid-state materials.
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I. INTRODUCTION

High harmonics (HHs) generated by irradiating a medium
with intense laser pulses are a prominent example of extreme
nonlinear optical phenomena [1]; they provide a platform to
study the physics of ultrafast electron dynamics, and can be
used as femtosecond and attosecond light sources. Recently,
studies on HH generation (HHG) have been extended to solid-
state materials [2–6], thanks to advances in pulse generation
techniques in the midinfrared (MIR) and terahertz (THz) re-
gions [7–11] that enable excitation of solids with an intense
light field without damaging the sample. In solids, excited
electrons are driven within the band structure, which is in stark
contrast to the case of gases where the excited electrons run
free in the vacuum. Under an intense light field, the excited
electrons are driven in a wide range of the Brillouin zone, and
the ultrafast dynamics taking place therein play a crucial role
in HHG. Therefore, HHG in solids is expected to be a probe of
dynamic material properties such as band structures [12–15],
transition dipoles [16,17], and Berry curvatures [18–20].

Not only observing HH, but exploring the method to con-
trol HH properties is further important for the application of
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HHG as a light source. It can also shed new light on the fun-
damental physics underlying HHG. For this purpose, there are
several tunable parameters in the excitation light. In particular,
besides the wavelength and pulse duration, the polarization
state of the excitation light field (Eexc) is an important de-
gree of freedom with which to control light-driven electron
dynamics in matters [21–35]. Indeed, the sensitivity of HHG
on the ellipticity of the excitation polarization (εexc) has been
utilized to produce isolated attosecond extreme ultraviolet
pulses [36–38], for example.

In the case of single-pulse excitation of isotropic atomic
gases, the HH yields monotonically decrease as εexc increases
[39,40]. This behavior is attributed to a reduction in the re-
combination rate of the photoemitted electrons and parent
atoms, and it confirms the validity of the three-step model
for HHG in a gaseous medium [41,42]. On the other hand,
the change in εexc has a nontrivial impact on HHG in solids
because the laser-driven electron dynamics are affected by the
band structure of the materials, whose anisotropies reflect the
symmetries of their crystal and electronic structures [30,43–
45]. The most striking phenomenon is the enhancement in HH
yields at a finite εexc. Recently, HH intensities in graphene [31]
and in the surface state of topological insulator [46] have been
shown to increase more when excited by elliptically-polarized
Eexc (elliptical Eexc) than by linearly-polarized Eexc (linear
Eexc), a phenomenon we refer to as “elliptical enhancement”.
In those reports, the anomalous εexc dependence was regarded
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FIG. 1. Schematic image of high harmonics generation. The
(001) surface of GaAs was irradiated with Eexc with a controlled
ellipticity. θ denotes the angle between the major axis of Eexc po-
larization and the [100] crystal axis.

as a hallmark of the novel gapless state of the materials. How-
ever, the mechanism underlying the elliptical enhancement is
still under discussion.

Meanwhile, it should be noted that several studies have
reported a nonmonotonic dependence of HH intensities on
εexc even in bulk materials with finite band gap energies;
i.e., HH intensities show a peak at finite εexc [30,33]. Such
a nonmonotonic εexc dependence was first explained with a
real-space trajectory model in relation to the bond directions
[30]. Later studies pointed out that the intraband and interband
dynamics are affected differently by εexc, leading to a non-
atom-like dependence on εexc [32,33]. Those reports, however,
did not explicitly discuss the elliptical enhancement; it is not
clear whether an elliptical Eexc can lead to a larger HH yield
compared with the case of a linear Eexc applied along the most
efficient crystal orientation for HHG.

Given this context, it remains elusive as to what materials,
and under what excitation conditions, an elliptical enhance-
ment can be obtained. Therefore, it is an urgent task to identify
the key factor for the elliptical enhancement under well-
controlled experimental conditions. To this end, we performed
a systematic study of HHG in an archetypal direct-gap semi-
conductor GaAs. We measured the εexc dependence of HHG
under various Eexc-field strengths and crystal orientations. We
found that an elliptical enhancement does occur in GaAs at
an intermediate Eexc-field strength in the nonperturbative ex-
citation regime. The value of this optimal Eexc-field strength
depends on the HH order. We also found that the elliptical
enhancement is accompanied by nonlinear optical activity. We
discuss how the elliptical enhancement occurs in GaAs on the
basis of the experimental results of the Eexc-field dependence
and polarization state of the generated HHs.

II. RESULTS

A. Experimental setup

Figure 1 shows a schematic image of the experimental
setup. The (001) crystal surface of bulk GaAs was irradiated
with 0.37-eV (3.4 µm in wavelength), 70-fs MIR pulses in
almost normal incidence and with a tunable ellipticity of po-
larization, εexc = Emin/Emax, where Emax and Emin correspond
to the field strength at the major and minor axes of the Eexc

polarization ellipse. HHs were measured in the reflection ge-
ometry setup, where the wave-propagation effect inside the
crystal can be minimized in the HHG process [47]. Odd-order
HHs were observed up to the 13th order in the case of the

highest Eexc-field strength, ∼ 10 MV/cm inside the sample
crystal. In this paper, we focus on the HHs emitted above
the band gap energy of 1.42 eV. While measuring the εexc

dependence of the HH properties, the major axis direction of
the elliptical Eexc polarization was fixed to a particular crystal
orientation (see the Supplemental Material [48] for details).
As shown in Fig. 1, θ is the angle between the major-axis
direction of Eexc and the [100] crystal axis of GaAs.

B. Dependence of HH spectra on εexc

Figures 2(a) and 2(b) compare HH spectra generated by a
linear (εexc = 0) and elliptical (εexc = 0.3) Eexc, measured at
two different Eexc-field strengths. The crystal orientation was
set at θ = 22.5◦, which leads to the most efficient HHG by a
strong linear Eexc (see Fig. 3 for the detailed θ dependence.
The εexc dependence measured at θ = 0◦ can be found in
the Supplemental Material [48]). At the weak Eexc field of
4.8 MV/cm, the elliptical Eexc gives lower HH intensities
compared with the linear Eexc. This behavior is commonly
observed in atomic gases and has also been reported in solids
[33,54–56].

On the other hand, the HH intensities show a highly non-
trivial behavior under the strong Eexc field of 8.0 MV/cm.
While the 5th- and 7th-order HH intensities become smaller
in the case of an elliptical Eexc, the 9th- and 11th-order HH in-
tensities become larger. The 13th-order HH intensity is almost
the same for the linear and elliptical Eexc. These observations
point out an important fact; the magnitude of the elliptical
enhancement largely depends on the Eexc-field strength and
HH order.

We confirmed this feature by measuring the εexc depen-
dence of the HH intensities as shown in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d).
Here, the HH intensities are normalized by the value for
the linear Eexc (εexc = 0). Figure 2(c) shows the results for
the 11th-order HH at different Eexc-field strengths. At lower
Eexc fields, the HH intensity monotonically decreases as εexc

increases, showing atom-like behavior. However, as the Eexc-
field strength increases, the HH intensity starts to show a
nonmonotonic εexc dependence with a peak structure, demon-
strating that a strong Eexc field is necessary for an elliptical
enhancement. The maximum HH yield is obtained around
εexc = 0.3.

Furthermore, we found that HHs of different orders be-
have differently. Figure 2(d) shows the εexc dependence of
the 7th-11th HH intensities generated with the Eexc field of
7.4 MV/cm. While the 9th- and 11th-order HHs show a peak
around εexc = 0.3, the 7th-order HH decreases monotonically
as εexc increases, in spite of the fact that they are generated
by the same Eexc. To explain such a HH-order dependence, it
is necessary to consider the emission process of each order
individually.

While the major-axis direction of the Eexc polarization
was fixed to a particular crystal orientation (θ = 22.5◦) in
Fig. 2, the θ dependence should also be carefully considered.
Due to the anisotropy of the material, the HH yields change
depending on θ even when the Eexc polarization is set to be
linear (εexc = 0). This means that the normalization factor for
the εexc dependence in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d) changes depending
on θ . More importantly, as εexc increases, the Eexc-field
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FIG. 2. (a), (b) HH spectra generated by linear (εexc = 0) and elliptical (εexc = 0.3) excitation, at Eexc-field strengths of (a) 4.8 MV/cm and
(b) 8.0 MV/cm. (c) εexc dependence of 11th HH yield, normalized by the value at εexc = 0, at different Eexc-field strengths. (d) εexc dependence
of 7th, 9th and 11th HH yields at Eexc = 7.4 MV/cm, normalized by the value at εexc = 0.

component perpendicular to the major-axis direction
increases. If this perpendicular direction had a larger HHG
efficiency compared with the major-axis direction, a scenario
might possibly arise in which the elliptical enhancement is
purely due to the yield anisotropy inherent to the material. To
rule out this scenario, in the following we discuss the relation
between the finite ellipticity of the Eexc-field polarization and
the elliptical enhancement.

C. Unambiguous elliptical enhancement in GaAs

Figure 3 compares the θ dependences of the 9th- and 11th-
HH intensities in the cases of linear (εexc = 0) and elliptical
(εexc = ±0.3) excitations at different Eexc-field strengths. The
depicted HH intensities at each field strength are normalized
by the maximum value obtained by the linear Eexc. Notably,
under the strong Eexc fields, the maximum HH intensity under
the elliptical Eexc is obviously larger than that under the linear
Eexc. In other words, the elliptical Eexc can generate a much
larger HH intensity that can never be reached by the linear
Eexc. This observation rules out the scenario in which the ellip-
tical enhancement purely originates from the yield anisotropy,

and reveals that the finite ellipticity of the Eexc polarization is
crucial.

Figure 3 unambiguously demonstrates that an elliptical
enhancement of HHG occurs in GaAs, which is an archetypal
semiconductor with a direct band gap of 1.42 eV. Therefore,
the elliptical enhancement observed in this experiment is not
related to the gapless states as had been proposed in the previ-
ous studies; rather, its essence lies in another mechanism. The
experimental data show the importance of the phase control of
the multiple emission processes contributing to a particular-
order HHG, as we discuss step by step in the following.

D. Optimal field strength for elliptical enhancement

Figure 3 shows that the magnitude of the elliptical
enhancement sensitively depends on the Eexc-field strength, as
suggested in Fig. 2(c). At the lowest field of 4.1 MV/cm, the
elliptical Eexc yields a smaller 9th-order HH intensity for any
crystal orientation. The elliptical enhancement sets in as Eexc

increases until it reaches a maximum at 5.6 MV/cm. However,
further increase of Eexc suppresses the elliptical enhancement.
This means that there exists an optimal field strength for the
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FIG. 3. θ dependence of the 9th and 11th HH yields at different Eexc-field strengths, generated by the linear (εexc = 0) and elliptical
(εexc = ±0.3) Eexc. HH yields in each polar plot were normalized by the value of maximum HH yield obtained by linear Eexc at each field
strength.
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elliptical enhancement in the intermediate Eexc-field region.
The same Eexc-field-strength dependence can be observed in
the 11th HH. This behavior indicates that an extremely strong
Eexc field does not guarantee an elliptical enhancement, but
rather that some optimally tuned nonlinear dynamics is a key
factor. Importantly, the optimal field strength for the elliptical
enhancement depends on the HH order; ∼5.6 MV/cm for the
9th HH and ∼8.0 MV/cm for the 11th HH, as shown in Fig. 3.
The difference in the optimal field depending on the HH order
is not compatible with the interpretation based on the
real-space crystal bond picture, which predicts that the largest
HH yield is obtained for all orders of HH simultaneously
when the electron trajectory matches a particular atomic-bond
direction. Rather, the HH-order-dependent elliptical
enhancement suggests that an “optimal tuning” of the
nonlinear dynamics exists for each order of HHG individually.

E. Emergence of nonlinear optical activity

The elliptical enhancement in Fig. 3 is accompanied by an-
other salient feature: elliptical dichroism. When the Eexc field
is weak enough, the intensity of HH excited by the elliptical
Eexc does not depend on the excitation helicity (the sign of
εexc), and the linear and elliptical Eexc give a similar θ depen-
dence, with the maximum being in the [100]-axis direction.
However, as the field strength increases, the direction giving
the maximum HH yield starts to deviate from the [100] axis.
Notably, this deviation angle has opposite sign for the opposite
excitation helicity. The magnitude of the elliptical dichroism,
i.e., the contrast of the θ dependence relative to the oppo-
site excitation helicity, reaches a maximum at the Eexc-field
strength giving the largest elliptical enhancement. Therefore,
it is reasonable to correlate the elliptical enhancement with
the nonlinear elliptical dichroism. In addition, the apparent
dependence on the sign of εexc confirms the crucial role of
the phase difference between the Eexc-field components in
the elliptical enhancement (for an example of decomposition,
parallel (Ex) and perpendicular (Ey) components to the major
axis of Eexc).

The emergence of elliptical dichroism in GaAs is counter-
intuitive, given the fact that bulk GaAs is nonmagnetic and
does not show optical activity in the linear response. This
observation indicates that GaAs excited by a strong Eexc field
shows a chiral optical response in the nonlinear regime. Under
such conditions, the polarization state of the HHs also show
exotic behavior.

Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show the polarization state of the
11th HH generated by a linear and elliptical Eexc, respectively.
Here, the crystal orientation is θ = 22.5◦ and the field strength
is 8.0 MV/cm, where the elliptical enhancement occurs in
the 11th HH. Figure 4(a) shows that, under this excitation
condition, the HH polarization becomes largely elliptical
in spite of the linear polarization of Eexc. Hence, not only
does elliptical dichroism appear as shown in Fig. 3, but
also a polarization rotation does occur in HHG, revealing the
emergence of nonlinear optical activity (NOA) in GaAs. Here,
the fact that NOA appears under a linear Eexc field indicates
that NOA does not require Eexc to have a finite ellipticity,
and it originates from the strong-Eexc-field-driven electron
dynamics in GaAs. We note that in high-order sideband

0 0.5 1
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0 0.5 1

0.5

1
(a) εexc )b(0 =  εexc= +0.3

FIG. 4. (a), (b) Polarization state of the 11th HH generated by
(a) linear (εexc = 0) and (b) elliptical (εexc = +0.3) excitation. θ =
22.5◦ and Eexc = 8.0 MV/cm. The arrows depict the Eexc field.

generation, which is another nonperturbative nonlinear optical
phenomenon induced by pulses with two different frequencies
of near-infrared and THz, a related behavior “dynamical bire-
fringence” was observed by using a linear THz Eexc field [20].

From a phenomenological point of view, NOA means that
a nonlinear polarization perpendicular to the Eexc field is
induced, indicating that cross terms in the relation between
nonlinear polarization components (Px and Py) and Eexc com-
ponents (Ex and Ey) appear under a strong Eexc field. Such
a cross term is substantialized by off-diagonal nonlinear sus-
ceptibilities, which mixes Ex and Ey for generating HHs. This
off-diagonal nonlinear response can be attributed to electron
dynamics in the high energy region of the Brillouin zone away
from the band edge in GaAs, whose structure has a sizable
anisotropy. This picture based on the band anisotropy qualita-
tively explains the θ dependence of the elliptical dichroism in
Fig. 3. The HH intensities by εexc = ±0.3 degenerate along
θ = 0◦ and 45◦ where the off-diagonal response is forbid-
den by the high symmetry of the band structure, while their
contrast becomes sizable at low-symmetric crystal orientation
(around θ = 22.5◦). The actual band structure of GaAs is
shown later in Fig. 7.

Let us discuss Fig. 4 in more detail. The large ellipticity
of the 11th HH indicates that there are multiple emission
processes with different polarization directions and temporal
phases, and they contribute to the HHG at the same energy.
On the other hand, the HH ellipticity becomes smaller in
the case of an elliptical Eexc, as shown in Fig. 4(b). It is
counterintuitive that an increase in εexc results in a decrease
in the ellipticity of the generated HH. The decrease in HH
ellipticity indicates that the above-mentioned phase difference
in the emission processes can be compensated by using an
elliptical Eexc. Therefore, the comparison of Figs. 4(a) and
4(b) demonstrates that it is possible to control the phase
difference of the nonlinear polarizations leading to HHG by
changing εexc. This phase control of HHG is mediated by
the aforementioned off-diagonal response, through which εexc,
i.e., the phase difference between Ex and Ey, can exert an
influence on the nonlinear polarizations.

F. Dependence of magnitude of elliptical
enhancement on Eexc-field strength

Next, we discuss the relation between the multiple nonlin-
ear processes underlying NOA and the elliptical enhancement
of HHG, by analyzing the Eexc-field-strength dependence of
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FIG. 5. (a) Eexc-field-strength dependence of I// and I⊥ of 5th-11th HHs, generated by a linear Eexc at θ = 22.5◦. (b) Eexc-field-strength
dependence of the magnitude of elliptical enhancement at θ = 22.5◦.

the HH intensities. Figure 5(a) plots the intensities of the 5th-
11th HHs generated by the linear Eexc at θ = 22.5◦, where the
polarization components parallel (I//) or perpendicular (I⊥)
to Eexc are resolved. As the field strength increases, the HH
intensities deviate from the perturbative power-law scaling,
indicating that nonperturbative HHG occurs in a stronger Eexc

field. In the HHs of all orders, I// and I⊥ show distinctly differ-
ent dependences on the Eexc-field strength. This fact indicates
that the I// and I⊥ are not expressible as simple projections
of a single HH emission source in each direction. Instead,
it suggests the existence of multiple emission processes con-
tributing to HH of a particular order. These emission processes
have different Eexc-field-strength dependence (in other words,
the order of nonlinearity), in addition to different polarization
directions.

The curves of I// and I⊥ in Fig. 5(a) have several kinks
in the nonperturbative region. In particular, I// and I⊥ of the
7th-11th HHs show a pronounced kink in the intermediate
Eexc region, where the contribution of I// and I⊥ become com-
parable. Upon crossing the kink, the derivatives of I// and I⊥
changes, i.e., the nonlinear order of the HHG process changes.
Therefore, the kinks can be regarded as a switching of the
dominant contribution from one nonlinear process to another.
As a result, the contributions from several nonlinear processes
to HHG become comparable, and they interfere, around the
kinks in I// and I⊥ in the intermediate Eexc region [45].

Notably, a pronounced elliptical enhancement occurs
around the Eexc-field strength leading to the kink of I// and
I⊥. The magnitude of the elliptical enhancement is plotted
as a function of the Eexc-field strength in Fig. 5(b) (see also
Supplemental Material [48] for the complete data set). Here,
the magnitude was determined from the maximum value of
the εexc-dependent HH yield, as shown in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d).
Figure 5(b) reconfirms that the elliptical enhancement reaches
a maximum at an optimal Eexc field depending on the HH

order. This optimal field strength coincides with the region
around the kink in the plots of Fig. 5(b).

Therefore, an elliptical enhancement can be realized in
the intermediate Eexc-field region where multiple nonlinear
processes give comparable contributions to HH of a partic-
ular order. This observation suggests a possible mechanism
behind the elliptical enhancement. As can be seen in Fig. 4, by
changing εexc, one can control the phase difference among the
nonlinear emission processes. When this leads to suppression
of destructive interference among the emission processes, the
HH yield is enhanced.

III. DISCUSSION

Now we schematically show how the above-mentioned
mechanism works; we use a phenomenological picture de-
scribing how the control of the phase difference among the
nonlinear emission processes can result in an enhancement of
the HH yield.

For simplicity, let us assume there are two nonlinear
processes contributing to a particular order of HH. They
have different emission phases and Eexc-field-strength depen-
dences:

IHH ∝ | �PHH |2 = | �A( �Eexc)eiϕ1 + �B( �Eexc)eiϕ2 |2

= | �A( �Eexc) + �B( �Eexc)ei(ϕ1−ϕ2 )|2. (1)

In a simple case, these two different terms might cor-
respond to the different-order nonlinear processes, such as
nth and (n + 2)th, where n is an integer, contributing to
emission at the energy of nth HHG [6,45]. This assump-
tion is based on the lowest-order approximation valid at the
entrance to the crossover between the perturbative and non-
perturbative nonlinear regime [45], and hence, it becomes less
realistic in the deeply nonperturbative nonlinear region under
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FIG. 6. (a) Schematic plot of εexc dependence of the interference
effect. (b) Black dashed line: atom-like εexc dependence of HH yield,
which appears in the low-Eexc-field perturbative regime. Solid lines:
εexc dependence of the HH intensities, obtained by multiplying the
solid lines in (a) by the dashed line in (b).

the extremely-strong Eexc. The result of numerical simula-
tion, which complements the phenomenological model, will
be shown later. If the two terms have similar polarization
directions, we can approximate Eq. (1) as

IHH ∼ |A(Eexc)|2 + |B(Eexc)|2
+ 2|A(Eexc)||B(Eexc)| cos(ϕ1 − ϕ2) (2)

The effect of the phase difference ϕ1 − ϕ2 should be neg-
ligible in the case that |A(Eexc)| � |B(Eexc)| or |A(Eexc)| �
|B(Eexc)|, where the HHG is dominated by a single nonlinear
process, IHH ∼ |A(Eexc)|2 or IHH ∼ |B(Eexc)|2. On the other
hand, phase difference affects the HH intensity when the con-
tributions from the two terms are comparable, i.e., |A(Eexc)| ≈
|B(Eexc)|.

To illustrate the proposed mechanism of the elliptical en-
hancement, we will assume that the phase difference ϕ1 − ϕ2

can be monotonically tuned by changing εexc. The ability of
such a phase control by εexc is related to the band struc-
ture of the material, as discussed later. The solid curves in
Fig. 6(a) show how the HH yield depends on εexc in the case
of |A(Eexc)| � |B(Eexc)| and |A(Eexc)| ≈ |B(Eexc)|, with only
considering the interference between the nonlinear processes.
Here, it should be noted that even in the low Eexc-field region,
the HH yields show the monotonic εexc dependence of atom-
like behavior, as shown in Fig. 2(c) for example, which can be
attributed to suppression of the carrier excitation and recombi-
nation rate. To incorporate this feature, we multiply the solid
lines in Fig. 6(a) by the monotonically decreasing dashed line
in Fig. 6(b), which qualitatively reproduces the atom-like εexc

dependence at low Eexc fields. The resultant dependence of
the HH yield on εexc are shown as the solid lines in Fig. 6(b).
The lines in the case of |A(Eexc)| � |B(Eexc)| and |A(Eexc)| ≈
|B(Eexc)| qualitatively reproduce the εexc dependence where
an enhancement does and does not occur, respectively.

The model described above enabled us to understand how
the control of the phases of nonlinear processes by changing
εexc can potentially induce an elliptical enhancement, and
it qualitatively explains the Eexc-field-strength dependence.
On the other hand, there is another key factor for realiz-
ing elliptical enhancement, that is, the HH order. As can be
seen in Fig. 5(b), the elliptical enhancement becomes more
pronounced in higher-order HHs. In other words, the elliptical

FIG. 7. Two-dimensional map of the energy difference between
the conduction band bottom and the valence band top of GaAs with
(001) surface. The kx and ky axes correspond to the �-X direction.
The solid lines represent the interband transition energies for HHG
of each order. The arrows represent the direction of the gradient of
the energy surface at representative k points along several directions,
corresponding to the real-space crystal orientation of θ = 0◦, 22.5◦,
and 45◦.

enhancement becomes less significant in lower-order HHs.
This can be attributed to the fact that the lower-order HHs
have energies close to the band gap of GaAs. Figure 7 shows
a color map of the interband transition energy between the
highest valence band and lowest conduction band, Eck − Evk ,
derived from the calculated band structure of GaAs with a
(001) crystal surface [51]. The orientations of kx and ky corre-
spond to the �-X direction, i.e., the [100] crystal orientation.
The solid lines correspond to the interband transition ener-
gies for HHG of each order, and the arrows represent the
direction of the gradient of energy surface at representative
k points. As can be seen in Fig. 7, the 5th HH is emitted
from the k points close to the band center (� point), where
the band landscape is almost isotropic. Therefore, the 5th
HH shows an atom-like behavior, and hence, the elliptical
enhancement does not occur effectively. On the other hand,
higher-order HHs with larger emission energies are generated
at k points away from the band center, where the anisotropy
of the band landscape becomes more and more significant. In
particular, the warping of the energy surface appears along
the low symmetric crystal orientation, as the directions of
gradient at k points along the θ = 22.5◦ orientation deviate
from the radial axis. This anisotropic band structure leads to
an effective off-diagonal nonlinear response, that mixes Ex

and Ey for generating HHs. Owing to this feature, the change
of εexc, i.e., the phase difference between Ex and Ey, can exert
influence on the phases of nonlinear polarizations ϕ1 and ϕ2 in
Eq. (1). Since the two terms in Eq. (1) have different nonlinear
order, the influence of εexc on the phase difference ϕ1 − ϕ2

survives in Eq. (2), and hence, ϕ1 − ϕ2 can be tuned by
εexc enabling an elliptical enhancement under a suitable Eexc-
field strength. Therefore, an elliptical enhancement requires
interplay between two features, i.e., well-controlled interfer-
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FIG. 8. Calculated εexc dependence of the intensity of the 9th
HH. θ = 22.5◦ and Eexc = 8.0 MV/cm. (a) Raw HH intensity. (b)
HH intensity normalized by the value at εexc = 0. Note that the full
band calculation actually corresponds to the 4V16C band calculation.

ence of multiple nonlinear processes and an anisotropic band
structure where the HH emission occurs. The former feature
in turn requires a fine-tuned Eexc strength, while the latter
requires the emission energy to be far from the band edge.
This leads to the elliptical enhancement effective for higher
order HH at an intermediate Eexc-field strength, as revealed
in Fig. 5(b).

Finally, we discuss about the microscopic origin of the
interfering multiple nonlinear processes; we assumed that
different-order and different-phase nonlinear processes con-
tribute to a particular-order HH in the phenomenological
picture, but how are those processes related to the material
property of GaAs? Several reports suggested the important
role of interference of interband transitions between different
pairs of the bands played in the nonperturbative nonlinear
optical phenomena [20,57], which can be relevant to the
proposed picture in this study. To clarify this point, we theoret-
ically calculate the HH intensity based on the band structure of
GaAs. We compare the εexc dependences of the HH intensity
calculated with including different numbers of the bands, i.e.,
full band set v.s. limited band set (see Supplemental Mate-
rial [48] for details of the simulation). Under the excitation
condition of Eexc = 8.0 MV/cm and θ = 22.5◦, the calculated
9th HH shows elliptical enhancement as shown in Fig. 8.
Figure 8(a) compares the intensity of the 9th HH calculated
with involving full bands or limited numbers of bands. Here,
1,2,3 valence (V) bands and 1 conduction (C) band are con-
sidered, which corresponds to the light-, heavy- and split-off
hole bands and the first conduction band. The calculation with
including full bands and 3V1C bands give almost the same
HH intensity, indicating that the interband transitions between
the three highest valence bands and the one lowest conduction
band dominate the generation of 9th HH. On the other hand,
further reduction of the number of the bands (2V1C and
1V1C case) leads to an enhancement of the HH intensity. It
is noteworthy that inclusion of the least number of bands (the
two-band model of 1V1C) results in the largest HH inten-
sity. This behavior indicates that the destructive interference
among the interband transitions between the conduction and
the multiple valence bands leads to the suppression of the HH
intensity. Figure 8(b) shows the εexc dependences of the HH
intensity normalized by the value for the linear Eexc(εexc = 0).
Here, the elliptical enhancement (enhancement of ∼2) clearly

occurs in full- and 3V1C-bands calculation. However, the
enhancement becomes smaller in 2V1C-bands case, and can
be hardly discerned in 1V1C-bands case. Combined with the
result in Fig. 8(a), the elliptical enhancement becomes sub-
stantial when the destructive interference among the interband
transitions has a significant influence on the HH intensity.
This is consistent with the phenomenological picture that the
elliptical enhancement occurs when a destructive interference
between nonlinear emission processes gets suppressed by the
elliptical Eexc. Figure 8(b) shows that the number of valence
bands involved in the HHG process has a significant impact
on the magnitude of the elliptical enhancement. Therefore, the
interfering multiple nonlinear processes in the phenomenolog-
ical picture can be largely rooted in the interband transitions
among multiple bands of a solid, which can have different
nonlinear orders and phases.

For a further careful discussion, we also mention that,
in Fig. 8, a tiny enhancement appears at small εexc even in
the 1V1C-band calculation. In general, nonlinear processes
with different nonlinear orders and phases can arise due to
the different electron trajectories, and the interplay between
intraband and interband transitions, even in a two-band model.
Hence, the interference between such different nonlinear pro-
cesses can lead to a finite elliptical enhancement in a two-band
material, while Fig. 8 shows that its magnitude can be boosted
by the multiband nature.

To summarize, we investigated the dependence of HHG
on εexc in GaAs at various Eexc-field strengths and crystal
orientations. We unambiguously demonstrated that elliptical
enhancement occurs in GaAs. This enhancement does not
stem solely from the anisotropic HH yield inherent to the
crystal; the finite ellipticity of Eexc polarization plays a cru-
cial role. The elliptical enhancement is accompanied by the
emergence of nonlinear optical activity. Importantly, both the
elliptical enhancement and nonlinear optical activity become
pronounced at an intermediate optimal Eexc-field strength.
This Eexc-field dependence and polarization state of the HHs
indicate that the elliptical enhancement is an outcome of the
controlled interference effect of multiple HH emission pro-
cesses, which is enabled by the anisotropic band structure
and is therefore effective for higher-order HHG. Microscopic
calculations imply that such interfering HH emission pro-
cesses originate from the interband transitions among multiple
bands of a solid. Our experimental and theoretical results will
stimulate not only studies to further uncover the microscopic
electron dynamics that relates characteristic HHG in solids
with the detail of material properties, but also explorations
of novel nonlinear phenomena in a wide range of solid-state
materials. Our study provides an alternative perspective for
efficient control of light-driven ultrafast phenomena in solids.
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